• Cover slide
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• Referee leads discussion – This is not a one way street. Both officials should
contribute to the discussion, but the Referee is in charge.
• Go over major mechanics – A review of the basics is always important, especially if
working with a partner you have not worked with before.
• Cover odd situations – What did each of you see in the last few games that was
confusing? Talk about weird scenarios to better prepare yourself for the game
ahead.
• Wear the same uniform – Partners should match in their officiating attire.
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Referee gets the home team captains, Umpire gets the visiting team captains. Identify
who the speaking captain is at this time and make sure that captain is the one standing
closest to the Referee at Center X.

• Referee speaks to the captains:
o Introduces the crew
o Asks captains to introduce each other
o Shows coin to both speaking captains
o Explains coin flip procedure and what to do if coin is dropped
o Asks visiting team speaking captain to choose “heads” or “tails”
o Coin is tossed and caught with open palm
• Winning team gets:
o Choice of goal to defend first
o First Alternate Possession (AP)
• After the toss:
o Players rotate so their backs are to the goal they will defend first
o Referee taps team that has first AP on the shoulder
o Informs captains to tell their teams when to expect to be called for the line
up
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• Referee has the game ball and stands at midfield across from the Umpire on the
other side of the field.
• Players line up with their left shoulder to the goal they will defend first in order of
position: Goalkeeper, Defensemen, Midfielders, Attackmen.
• Referee gives a few brief words and then instructs the goalkeepers to cross and
shake hands, and then the same for the rest of the players.
• Referee becomes the face-off official for the first face-off. The Umpire moves to the
correct position as the wing official, placing one arm into the air until the field is set,
and then giving the “ready” signal to the face-off official.
• Note 1: The R usually runs the far side for the 1st half, this is up to the R and should
be discussed in the pre-game.

• Note 2: The line up is not the time to check player equipment. Make yourself
available before the game for any pre-game checks. You should check that the
goalkeeper you are standing next to has a mouth guard, throat guard, and chest
protector.
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• Officials must communicate – Do not be in a rush to start the face-off. Look to your
partner on the wing line and make sure you are getting the “ready” signal. If you are
the wing official and your partner is starting the face-off and the field is not set, get
his attention and make sure the field is set properly.
• Vary the whistle – The mechanic is to vary your whistle on each faceoff. As you step
back it may be one step and then whistle, or three steps and then whistle.
• Know your goal – To prevent yourself from getting turned around make certain you
know the goal you are running to after the face-off ends.
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• Some items to adjust regarding position (complete description in the rule book)
o Sticks parallel to the center line.
o Gloves and stick may not touch the centerline.
o Heads should match up and the ball should be in the center of the heads
o Heads should be perpendicular to the ground
o Fingers must be wrapped around the handle and touching the ground
o Right hand must not touch the head of the cross
o Player’s body must be to the left of the head of the cross
o Players may lean over the center line
• Review when to re-face and when to award via alternate possession
• Review when a faceoff has ended
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• Face-Off Official:
o Holds onto the ball and looks to Wing for “ready” signal
o Gives “down” command
o Adjusts the player’s bodies and crosses until satisfied with the correct
positioning.
o Gives “Set” command with the hand on or near the ball
o Sounds whistle while backing away and focuses on the face-off action
• Wing Official:
o Take a position roughly 5 yards into the field at end of wing line
o Alerts partner of any man-down situation (there is no longer a “hot” player
on the wing during a man-down face-off, the wing should be empty)
o Gives “wait” signal while field is not set
o Gives “ready” signal when field is set
o Watches for wing midfielders leaving too soon and for interference after the
whistle
• NOTE: The Trail official (F/O on this slide) has the initial count after possession whether 10 or 20 (NFHS) or 30 (NCAA). This allows the Lead official to get to the goal
without worrying about the count.
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• NOTE: The Face-Off official must work to stay outside of the developing play. Keep
your eyes on the play while getting to position.
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• White’s crosse is straight, but Red’s crosse is learning over the ball giving the player
an advantage.
• NOTE: Set yourself up in a position that is most comfortable for you to officiate the
face-off.
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• The fingers of both hands should wrap all the way around the crosse and touch the
ground.
• Face-Off players must also:
o Have their sticks parallel to the line and not touching the line
o Sticks vertical and not leaning over the ball or line
o Entire body to the left of the throat of their crosse
o Helmet not leaning over the ball (may lean over the line)
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• Notice the Red player’s helmet pressing down into the White player’s crosse.
• While this is a loose-ball foul, any face-off violation should be whistled dead quickly
and play restarted with the offending team in possession. Unless there is a very clear
opportunity for the offended team to pick up the loose ball and go on a fast break.
• Note: This can be demonstrated in class with a second trainer, gloves, and two
crosses.
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• The penalty for deliberately using the hands on the face-off is a one-minute, nonreleasable unsportsmanlike conduct penalty.
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• Ball between you and partner – The field is split between both officials. When one
official backs up the official on the opposite site of the field must come in closer.
• Keep the play in front of you – Also known as “light housing”. This is when you have
to spin in a circle because you either go too close to a play or did not an anticipate a
play coming towards you soon enough. Be aware of the action and remember you
can back out beyond the field lines if necessary to keep the play in front of you.
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• The Lead Official:
o Goal is primary responsibility
o Positioned one yard above or below GLE and should move off to cover the
end line on contested plays
o Get as close to the crease as possible without interfering with play
• The Trail Official:
o Watches the shooter for late hits after a shot
o Moves towards the goal if the Lead official moves to the end line
o Helps with crease violations on a tight play (especially on the side of the
crease opposite the Lead official)
o Watches for contested substitutions
o Is responsible for covering the far goal on a long outlet pass
• NOTE: The pre-game should be clear on each responsibility, but the most important
is that the Trail official watches the shooter on every shot.
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• Split Field:
o The location of the ball determines which official is the On official and which
is the Off official. While Lead and Trail only swap when the ball moves from
one half of the field to the other, On and Off responsibilities can change
multiple times during settled play.
• On Official:
o Has a narrow focus that is one the player in possession and surrounding 5
yards.
o Generally watches for on-ball fouls likes pushing, holding, tripping, illegal
body checks, unnecessary roughness, slashing, and warding.
• Off Official:
o Has a wider view of the play because off ball involves more players in a
greater space.
o Generally watches for off-ball fouls like interference, illegal offensive
screens, and crease violations (cutters running through the crease), and late
hits after passes
• Both Officials:
o The officials must move as if they are connected together. As one moves out,
the other moves in. This is especially important on contested plays near the
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end line.
• NOTE: The pre-game should be clear on how On/Off calls will be communicated,
especially in the transition area between the officials. Typically, if a player is running
towards you then you are about to be the On Official.
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• Lead Official:
o Sounds whistle once noticing that the entire ball has crossed the entire goal
line
o Runs in and faces action. Stops and signals goal for a few seconds
o Retrieves ball from net (DO NOT as the goalkeeper to get the ball for you)
o Hands ball to Trail official near restraining line
o Jogs to position and gets ready for next face
• Trail Official:
o Watches the shooter on the shot!
o Waits for the whistle and runs into the box while watching the shooter and
crease area for any late hits or other fouls
o Gets ball from Lead official and confirms the goal scorer
o Jogs to position and gets ready for next face
• NOTE: Trail should step over midfield to take the face-off. This will ensure that you
are facing the proper direction and can see your partner on the wing line for the
“ready” signal.
• NOTE: Do not catch the ball with your hat or one-hop the ball to your partner. It
does not look professional. Either hand the ball or give a short toss.
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• Know your lines - Blowing the whistle for out of bounds and restarts when you are
supposed to is the mark of an official paying attention and leads to a smoother game
for both teams and your partner. Know the sideline and end line that are yours.

• Eye contact - The game is speeding up, but officials cannot be in a rush even on
quick restarts. Always make eye contact with your partner on slow restarts to make
sure you are getting a “ready” signal. On quick restarts when the “ready” signal is
not necessary you should still make eye contact with your partner to double check
that they are in position and are ready for the next restart.
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Each official is responsible for the end line behind the goal they cover as the Lead
official, and the sideline they run along.
• Signaling Out of Bounds:
o Sound whistle while simultaneously signaling “dead ball” with one arm in the
air (open palm)
 Sweep the line with one arm if a player touched the side line or end
line to indicate the player stepped out if you need to sell the call
o Signal direction of play and call out the color of the team – “Blue” or “Blue
ball!”
o Place hand back into the air to signal “dead ball”
• NOTE: The hand has to go back into the air to show everyone that the ball is still
dead, and it puts your arm into the correct position for the restart clock signal.
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• Out of Bounds:
•
- Whichever official is responsible for the sideline the ball goes out on
must blow their whistle
•
- Get as close to the line as possible. You won’t get on top of it every
time, but the closer you are the more believable your out of bounds call will be. This
is especially important on contested plays near the sideline
• Slow Restart (After any timeout, after goals, before each quarter):
•
- Count the players
- Look to partner for ready signal
•
- Don’t blow through the Stop Sign (“not ready” signal)!
•
- If partner blows whistle on slow restart and you did not
give “ready” signal, blow your whistle to stop play. Get the field set and then restart
play properly.
• Quick Restart (After any out of bounds, after a play-on, after a technical foul by the
offense):
•
- Don’t need to count, but should make eye contact with partner
•
- When settled the official closest to the ball will usually take the restart
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• Out of Bounds:
o Whichever official is responsible for the end line the ball goes out on must
blow their whistle
o Get as close to the line as possible. You won’t get on top of it every time, but
the closer you are the more believable your out of bounds call will be. This is
especially important on contested plays near the end line.
• NFHS quick restarts require:
1. Player in possession and in bounds
2. Player stationary
3. All other players five yards away
• NOTE: Keep the ball in front of you at all times, this may require you being out of
the field of play when restarting play.
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• The Trail Official:
o Looks to Lead official for the “ready” signal if slow restart
o Restarts play and stands in the best position to do so (especially important if
the restart is on the far side of the field)
o Moves up the field with, not ahead of, the ball (in case there is a quick
turnover and you need to cover the goal)
o Has the final count for offside after the ball crosses midfield
o Has the 20-second clearing count
• NOTE: Do not go past the goal for restarts on the far side of the field. Look to your
partner for a “ready” signal, even if it is a quick restart as your partner has the better
angle on whether the player is in bounds. How the crew will communicate deep
restarts should be covered in every pre-game.
• The Lead Official:
o Primarily responsible for goal and end line coverage
o Sets an initial position on variety of factors:
 game situation
 team’s tendencies (does one goalie throw the ball up every time, or is
the other team more deliberate in their clear?)
 own mobility (if you have trouble keeping up with a fast transition set
up farther back)
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o Signals when field is ready
o Responsible for the “quick” or first offside (could also be the first push call as
players jockey for position along the midline.
o Stays one line ahead of the ball
o Has the count when the ball crosses midfield
• NOTE: The goal is the most important thing to cover as the new Lead official in
transition. If you have to give up the midline to cover the goal on a deep throw then
run to the goal and allow your partner to worry about offside.
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• Anytime the ball goes out of bounds through the substitution box the official
responsible for restarting play should bring the player in possession of the 5 yards
into the field, and make sure all other players are more than 5 yards away from that
player.
• NOTE: If you do not bring the player in 5 yards from the sub box and you restart play.
It is possible for a player to sub on behind that player from within 5 yards and strip
the ball. Do not advantage one team or disadvantage the other just because you
want to get play restarted quickly in this area. Go a little slower and make sure the
restart is done properly.
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• Lead runs – A fast transition means the Lead has to hustle.
• Trail jogs – The Trail gets a break, but should be jogging into play while keeping eyes
up-field. Do not walk to your position.
• Know who is has the count – Lead had first 10 over the midline. Trail has the 20second count when the defense gains possession in their defensive end.
• NOTE: Talk about who has the count during your pre-game discussion. It is better to
have both officials counting than not having a count. If it is your count tap your
chest, if it is your partner’s then point to your partner.
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• The New Lead Official:
o Starts backing up while keeping eyes on the play
 Best done when there is a ground ball or as soon as the goalkeeper
makes a save and there was no late hit on the shooter
o Gets to one line ahead of the ball and scans the field
o Continues to stay one line ahead of the ball during the slow break until
reaching GLE
o Has the 10 second count once ball crosses midfield
• The New Trail Official:
o Has the 4 second crease count and 20 second clearing count
o Moves outside the developing play and follows the clear up the field
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• The New Lead Official:
o Goal coverage is the most important thing on a fast break. You must be in
position and on or near GLE in order to make the call
o Sprint to cover the field, do not focus on offside. Instead allow your partner
to pick up the offside call as they have plenty of time to see the field while
you must get to GLE
o Has the 10-second count when ball crosses midfield
• NOTE: you may need to keep your eyes on the shooter if your Trail official is not yet
in position. Player safety comes first!
• The New Trail Official:
o Has the 4 second crease count and 20 second clearing count
o Make sure all additional action has ceased and then run up to near the
midline
o Check for offside
• NOTE: Do not leave your partner hanging. Hustle into your next position and tell
your partner that “You’re in!” so they can focus on their main responsibilities as the
Lead official. It is a one-man game during a fast break until the Trail gets into
position.
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• Echo the “Flag down!” – When your partner yells flag down you should do the same.
This informs the players on your half of the field, and is especially important during
transition so both teams understand that there is a flag down.

• Tell your partner the call– Both officials should know the call before anyone else so
they each can communicate the situation to the teams and table.
• Count both teams before restarting – Each official should count both teams. The
official restarting play should only restart after getting the “ready” signal from the
other official.
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• Official witnessing penalty throws flag and yells “flag down!” Partner echoes the call.
• Stop play when the rules require you to do so.
• After stopping play:
o Confirm foul with partner (if multiple flags, sort out if there are multiple
penalties or two flags for one penalty)
o Trail will ALWAYS reports the foul using C-NOTE.
 If on far side come to the middle of the field so you have a clear view
of the table
 If on bench side go no further than the wing line to report
 Lead official gets the ball set for the restart
 Informs goalkeeper the length of penalty and where the ball is before
the restart
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• Announce the following information to the table:
o Color of the offending player’s uniform
o Number of the player
o Offense/Foul the player committed (give signal)
o Time to be served (give “T” signal if 30 second technical foul)
o Explanation (optional)
• Quickly explain who has possession and where the ball will restart
o “Blue ball, free clear at Center X”
o “Red ball, side-left, outside the box”
• Timer on after the report
o Teams have twenty-seconds to get the right players on the field
• Use the timer after the report! Keep the dead-ball time to a minimum by signaling
“timer on” and turning your twenty-second timer on. This encourages both teams to
be ready in time for the restart, and prevents extended dead ball time.
• Class Question
o Your partner is relaying the penalty to the table. What should you be doing?
You should be setting the field, which includes putting the ball where the
restart will be, informing the goalkeeper where the ball is and what the
penalty is and for how long. You should also be counting the man-up/mandown units to make sure the correct number of players is on the field. This
saves time and keeps the game moving.
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• Stand away from the teams – Center X is best, but as long as you have distance
away from both huddles you’re in good shape. If a coach requests an equipment
check, take the crosse from the player and move away from any players in the area.
Your partner should provide some interference if players want to get closer to see
the inspection.
• One official faces the benches – There must be one set of eyes on the players at all
times! This official can hold each crosse while the other official measures it.
• NFHS and youth – check the player for all required equipment along with the stick
check.
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• Each official:
•
- Go to a player and ask for their crosse. Do not dig into a huddle to get
one particular player!
•
- One official should make sure to have a ball. If the ball was shot out of
bounds on the last play then get one from the table
•
- Check the required equipment of each player
•
- Meet at or near Center X and check both crosses
• NOTE: One official must be facing the benches and keeping eyes on the players
during the check! Some officials prefer that the Referee faces the benches, others
prefer that the Umpire does. It does not matter as long as one official is watching
the benches, but should be communicated in the pre-game discussion.

NOTE: In NFHS games the officials should inspect all of the player’s required equipment
after getting the crosse from the player on all random and coach-requested checks.
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• Anticipate timeout calls
o End of quarter
o Clear with long pole under pressure
o Winning team getting pressure with less than two minutes in game
o First possession in overtime
• Sell the time out call if needed - Coaches will wait until the last possible moment to
call time out if they can help it. A time out is granted as soon as the official
recognizes it. If the ball is loose by the time the official blows the whistle, but the
player had possession when the coach called for time out, get big and signal timeout
and say: “While the player had possession!” That will help clear up any confusion.
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• The official who hears the coach call time out will sound the whistle if the situation
allows for one (any dead ball, team in possession of the ball).
• Signal timeout and call out the color of the team. The official closest to the sub box
should hustle to the wing area so there is an official presence during the player
crossover. The official furthest from the sub box should get to near midfield while
keeping an eye on the entire field, especially any players from opposing teams
running near one another to their huddles. Paying attention during this dead ball
time is critical to head off possible confrontations!
• After both teams are in their huddles, meet at center if necessary while keeping your
eyes on both benches.

• When you meet at midfield you should both write down the time-out, and discuss
any mechanics that may be off.
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• Get big and loud to freeze the benches - No one is supposed to go past the line you
create with your body. That includes coaches. This is the time to be very loud and
make it clear that no one is going to enter into the fight. You may permit coaches to
help you get their players back, and you may instruct coaches to help separate the
players in the fight if you judge it is appropriate.
• Do not rush to restart play after a fight - Get your bearings and give both teams
some time to cool off. Separate the teams (if necessary ask both coaches to get their
teams to opposite end lines of the field. Meet with your partner away from the
teams, but keep your eyes on them, and discuss the sequence of penalties and how
to proceed.
• Try your best to get numbers - Fights are hectic. Try to remember the numbers of
the fighters, or an identifying characteristic if you can’t get the number (like a knee
brace). If you’ve frozen the benches write down the numbers of those in the fight
near your partner as well as anyone who ran past you after you told them not to.
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• The Lead Official:
o Runs toward the players fighting and continuously circles them while blowing
the whistle. This helps to keep other players from entering into the fight and
a whistle blown loudly at close range will get the attention of the fighting
players. Communicate that you want the players to stop fighting in between
whistle blasts.
• NOTE: Physically separating players should only be done if you judge that you can do
so without endangering the safety of the players or yourself.
• The Trail Official:
o Get to a space in the open field near the benches and loudly shout “Freeze!”
while spreading your arms. Repeat that often and instruct the coaches to
assist you in keeping the players on their bench. Any player running past you
is considered entering into the fight. Once the benches are frozen turn to
your partner and record the numbers of all players involved in the fight.
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• The US Lacrosse Central Hub at uslacrosse.arbitersports.com is your one stop shop
for men’s officiating memos, articles, videos, downloadable resources, and rules
tests. You can also find applications to this year’s LAREDO clinics.
• Follow the Men’s Officials Education Program on Facebook at
facebook.com/menslaxofficials
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